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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider semilinear integrodifferential equations of the form 
(l.la) 
(l.lb) 
with 
x(4)(W = d(e eE(-CqO] 
fPEC, for some c(, 0 < o! < 1. 
Here {A(t) 1 t > 0} is a family of unbounded linear operators mapping a 
Banach Space X to itself. We let X, denote the interpolation space defined 
by the a power of A(O), i.e., 
(1.2) 
with 
x,= {X~XED(A~(O))} 
IMla= IIA”(O)-XII. 
The conditions placed on A( ) in the next section guarantee that /I lji3 is 
indeed a norm. The function g( , , ) is a nonlinear mapping of R + x R x X, 
to X. The space C, is the space of bounded uniformly continuous functions 
from (-GO, 0] to X, endowed with the supremum norm 
(1.3) II~II.,=~~P~/l~~~~ll.l~~~--OO,~l~. 
An integrodifferential equation of the form ( 1. la), (l.lb) is frequently 
said to have infinite delay. There is a large recent literature concerning 
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equations with infinite delay, a sample of which might include [l&3, 7~-9. 
12, 14, 19, 253. Closely related are papers on abstract functional equations 
with finite delay (cf. [4-7, 11, 17-19, 22, 23, 25, 26, 291). One of the dis- 
tinguishing features of this study is that we are able to obtain asymptotic 
convergence results for equations having initial data in a space of bounded 
uniformly continuous functions. It has been customary to work in a space 
of fading memory. This is made possible by a comparison principle which 
is adapted from a result of Redlinger [22]. Additionally, the reader is 
directed toward related material [ 10, 13, 16, 21, 24, 281. 
2. EVOLUTION SYSTEMS 
In this section we give a cursory overview of the theory of linear evolu- 
tion systems. We begin by placing restrictions on the time dependent family 
{A(t)1 t 30). We assume the following conditions are satisfied: 
(A.1 ) The domain D(A ) of A(t) is dense and independent of t. 
(A.2) For each t E [0, co) the resolvent R(I, A(t)) exists for all 1 such 
that Re A 3 0 and there exists a K> 0 so that )I R(l, A)11 6 K/l%1 f  1. 
(A.3) For any r, s, t>O there exists a p (0~11~ 1) so that 
II(A(t)-A(r))K’(s)l/ 6 K(t-r)“. 
We remark that (A.l) and (A.2) imply that for each r 2 0, -,4(r) is the 
infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup {e ~~‘A(r’ I t 2 0). The facts 
that 0 Ep(A(r)) and that -A(r) generates an analytic semigroup imply 
that fractional powers of A(r) can be defined for 0 < CI < 1. We set 
(2.1) 
where f( ) denotes the Eulerian Gamma Function. The operator A ‘(r) 
can be shown to be a bounded linear operator with a well-defined inverse. 
We set A”(r) = (A l(r))-’ and can deduce that A”(r) has the desired and 
expected algebraic properties. 
In case (A.l)-(A.3) are satisfied there exists an operator valued function 
W(t, z) which is defined on the triangle 0 6 r < t < uz and has values in 
B(X). W(t, r) is strongly continuous jointly in t and r and maps X into 
D(A) if t > z. The family, { W( t, t) IO < r < t < cc }, satisfies the identity 
(2.2) W(t, T) = W(t, s) W(s, 5) for O<r<s,<t<w. 
The derivative aW( t, z)/at exists in the strong operator topology and 
belongs to X whenever 0 < T < t. Finally W( t, T) satisfies the following 
initial value problem: 
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(2.3a) dW(t, T)/at=A(t)W(t, T) for t>~ 
(2.3b) W(T, T) = I. 
We shall make use of the following regularity result which appears in 
[12, p. 1611. 
LEMMA 2.4. Assume (A.1 )-(A.3) hold. ZfO 6 y < 1, 0 <p < 6 < 1 + p then 
foranyO<r<t<t+At<TandsE[O,T] thereexistsaK(fl,y,6)sothat 
(2.5) IIAY(S)[Wf+At, T)- W(t, T)lA-‘(T)ll 
<K(j, y, 6)(At)spy It-TlB-6. 
We turn our attention to the problem of finding a function which 
satisfies the abstract Cauchy initial value problem 
(2.6a) 4t)+A(t)u(t)=f(th o<t 
(2.6b) 40) = uo, 
where f( ) is a given function with values in X and u. is an arbitrary 
element of X. If f( ): R --t X is uniformly Holder continuous on compact 
subintervals of R and {A(t) 1 t > 0} is satisfied for (A.l)-(A.3) then it is 
known that for every USE X there is a unique function continuously 
differentiable for t > 0 which satisfies (2.5a), (2Sb). Moreover, this function 
has variation of parameters representation 
u(t)=W(t,O)uo+j~ W(t,s)f(s)ds. 
The theory of linear evolution operators, fractional powers, and Cauchy 
initial value problems is given an extensive treatment in [ 121 nice treat- 
ments of these topics also appears in [20, 151). 
It is frequently possible to utilize the theory of inhomogeneous linear 
equations and provide a variation of parameters representation for solu- 
tions to ( l.la), ( 1. lb), namely, a function x(4)( ) which satisfies 
(2.74 x(4)(t) = Wh 0) 40) + 1: WC 3) jl, g(s, r, x(d)(r)) dr ds 
(2.7b) x(4)(e) = 4(@, eE(-qO], #EC,. 
Such a function is called a mild solution to (1. la), (1. lb). We conclude this 
section by imposing a further restriction on the family (A(t) 1 t > O}. 
(A.4) There exists a /IO > c( and o > 0 so that for all 0 < /? < PO there 
exists a K, > 0 so that 
I/AD(O) W(t, s)ll < K,(t -.s-pe-w”-s). 
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3. EXISTENCE RESULTS 
In this section we obtain global results for solutions to ( 1. I a), ( 1.1 b ). We 
begin by placing restrictions on our nonlinear kernel g( , , ): 
(G.l) The function g( , , ): R+ x R x X, -+ X is continuous, 
g( t, s, 0) = 0 for all s < t, and there exists an L > 0 and y > 0 so that 
(3.1) IIg(t, s, x)-g(t, s, ?))I1 <epj”r--)‘L 11x-l’ll, 
and 
(3.2) lls(c s, XI-g(t’, s, XIII 2 If- [‘I L lldl 
We introduce a scalar integral operator as follows: 
(3.3) Let h,( ) and h,( ) be nonnegative scalar functions such that 
J;; h,(s) 4 J; h,( s) ds < CC for all c; let p( ) be a continuous 
scalar function on [0, cc). If f$ ) is a continuous nonnegative 
function on (- cc, T) (0 < T6 co), then the integral operator S 
is given by 
(S?;)(r)=p(t)+j“ ~ h,(t-s)i“ hZ(s-r)y(r)dr. 
-L 
Our next lemma provides a comparison principle and it is adapted from 
a result of Redlinger [22]. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let S be defined via (2.5) and let it act on continuous non- 
negatiue functions J$ ) and z( ) for t E ( - CO, T) (0 < T6 cc). If 
u(t) - (Sv)(t) <z(t) - (Sz)(t) 
and 
y(t) <z(t) for - m<t<o 
then 
y(t) <z(t) for - co<t<T. 
ProoJ If we set t,=inf{t: y(t) =z(t)}, we may observe that 
z( to) = y( to) < y( to) + (Sz)( to) - (Sy)( to) and reach a contradiction. 
We can now establish a global existence result. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that (A.l)-(A.3) and (G.l) are satisfied. If4 E C, 
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md 4(O) E we0)) f or some /? > c( and (A.4) is satisfied for some &, > p 
then there exists a unique function x(4)( ): R + X such that 
(3.6) 
x(d)(t) = Vt, 0)4(O) + ji Wt, s) jl r g(s, r, x(d)(r)) dr ds 
x(d)(Q) = d(Q), tlE(-m,O]. 
Moreover, x(4)( ) is continuously differentiable for t > 0 and satisfies 
(3.7) .i-(d)(t) + A(t)x(d)(t) = j’ At, s, .44)(s)) ds. 
-XI 
Proof: We apply the Banach Fixed Point Theorem to obtain a local 
result and then argue that the solution may be extended to any interval 
of finite length. Toward this end we let r, > 0 and specify 
Y= {y( )I y( )E C([O, T,], X,)}. Clearly, Y is a closed subset of 
C( [0, T,], X,). If y( ) E Y we extend y( ) by the formula 
(3.8) p(s) = 
i 
4(s) if -co<s<O 
Y(S) if Ods<T,. 
We introduce a mapping H on Y by 
(Hy)(t)=W(t,O)#(O)+J): W(t,s)j’ g(s,r,P(r))drds. 
% 
Since (Hy)(O)= 4(O) we need only show that (Hy)( ) is continuous to 
establish that (Hy)( ) E Y. We first show (Hy) is continuous for t > 0 and 
then show it is continuous at t = 0. By virtue of Lemma 3.4 and (A.4) for 
t>O we have 
II(Hy)(t+dt)- (Hy)(t)ll. 
d IIA”(O)C wt + At, 0) - w4 011‘4 -“(WI II4w(o)ll 
A"(O)[W(t, +dt, s) - Wt, s)l js 
-. rc gb, r, P(r)) drii ds 
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If p > tl and 0 < 6 < 1 then it is not difficult to see that the right-hand side 
of (3.9) tends to zero as At + 0. We consider continuity at t = 0 and let 
(t”} be a sequence converging to zero. Using previous reasoning we 
observe that 
and thereby deduce the convergence of (A”(O)(Hy)(t”)} in X. Clearly 
lim tm,O II~“(0)(~y)(t”)-Aa(O)~(O)ll =lim,m+o II(~~)(t”)-~(O)II.=0. 
It is now necessary to argue that for an appropriately chosen To the 
operator H is a contraction on Y. Using (A.4) and (G.l) we have for 
Y,( L Y2( )E y 
(A s, r, PI(r)) -sh r, P2(r))) dr ds 
py(s-r)L 11 vi(r) --y2(r)llcr dr ds . 
ALTO SUP Ill -y2(r)/lol 
f-E co. To] 
j’ IlAW) Wt, s)ll ds 
0 
and thereby we readily conclude that To can be chosen sufficiently small to 
make H a contraction. Thus we invoke the Banach Fixed Point Theorem 
to conclude that there is a unique I E Y such that x = Hx. We define 2( ) 
via (3.8) and observe that 
x(4)(@) = 3e1, OE(--CO, To1 
satisfies (3.6). 
In order to show that our local solution can be extended to a global 
solution we assume that a solution exists on a finite interval of the form 
[0, To), argue that the solution is uniformly bounded on this interval, and 
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continue it past T,. We thereby demonstrate that the solution does not 
have a finite maximal interval of existence. Assuming the existence of a 
solution on [0, r,,) we apply A”(0) to each side of (3.6) and use (A.4) and 
(G.l) to observe that 
Thus there exists a K, >O so that for t E [E, T,) (E >O) we have 
Ilx(qS)(t)ll, <K, + K,L ’ (t-s)-ze-w(‘-s) 
s i 
s 
e--i’(sPr) lL44)(~~ll a dr ds. 
0 %, 
We choose 6 > 0 and observe that 
e-” ll-d4)(tH. 
<K, +K,L j’(t-s)-le~‘w+“““’ j’ e-(r+s)cJ-r’epa’ Ilx(q5)(r)jlxdrds. 
0 ~ 7. 
For Kz>sup{K1, Il$IIC,} and ~~(t)=e-~’ llx(q5)(t)ll., (3.10) yields 
y(t)<K,+K,& (t--S)~le~""+6)(1~~s) j' e-(Y t6)(S-~r)y(r)dr& 
/i 
If K, > 0 we introduce a function z( ) by 
and ascertain that for t 2 0 
Thus if 6 > 0 is chosen large enough to ensure that K,LT( 1 - CI)( l/y) 
(o + S)‘- ’ < 1 and K, is such that 
K,>K,(l -3K,Lf(l -cr)(l/y)(0+6)“~‘) ’ 
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we may verify that 
We are now able to invoke Lemma 3.4 to conclude that y(t) <z(t) for 
t E ( - co, i”,) and hence that 
If 0 < /? < 0 we apply A”(O) to each side of (3.6) and use Lemma 2.4 and 
(A.4) to obtain 
and we can conclude that lim , _ r0 x(d) exists in X,{. Thus we can write 
-$i)(To) = tlym = WTO, 0) + i”’ WT”, s) I‘ gk r, -u(d)(r)) dr ds. 
0 I 
Because .u(+)(T,) E X, our local existence theory permits us to continue 
solutions past To and we can conclude that solutions exist on any interval. 
Regularity in t>O is established by observing that f(t)= 
j’ r g(t, s, x(d)(s)) ds is Holder continuous in t and recalling the regularity 
for the inhomogeneous Cauchy initial value problem (cf. [ 12, 15, 201). 
More general existence results can certainly be obtained. The constant of 
(A.4) can vary in t. A local result can be obtained by requiring g( , , ) to 
be Holder continuous rather than Lipschitz continuous in the third 
variable; an argument for the case of finite delay appears in [23]. 
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4. CONVERGENCE AND AN EXAMPLE 
In this section we produce asymptotic convergence results for (l.la), 
(l.lb). We place a stronger condition on the nonlinearity g( , , )+ffec- 
tively this places an upper bound on the Lipschitz constant. 
(G.2) The function g( , , ): R+ x R x X, -+ X is continuous for all 
s<t g(t,s,O)=O and there exists a ]j>O and an L,>O with 
K,L,T(l -c()~~‘MJ’~’ < 1 so that 
IIg(c 3, 21) -s(c $3 Y)ll <epy”-S)L, I(.Y-j~/l,. 
We are now in a position to derive the following convergence result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that (A.lk(A.3) and (G.l), (G.2) are satisfied 
and that (A.4) is satisfied for some f10 > CI. If 4, $ E C, then there exists a 
6>0 and D> IIqS-II/Ijc, so that 
(4.2) lb(d)(t)- -~($Mf)ll, <De?. 
Proof. If we apply A”(0) to the difference x(d)(t) - x($)(t) we obtain 
the inequality 
Ilx(d,(t )--d(1/)(t)llrd II~“(oKw4ohw)- W40)W)lll 
+ 
iI1 
‘A”(O) WCS) (g( s, r, x(d)(r)) -g(s, r, -u($)(r))) dr ds . 
0 [ 
js --II I Ii 
Invoking (A.4) and (G.2) we see that 
Il-~(~)(t)-.~(~)(r)ll.dK,t-‘e-‘“* Ilx(d)(O)-x($NO)ll 
+j~K,(~-s)~‘e~I.ill-.Sij’s L,e~my’“m~” Ilx(g5)(r) -x($)(r)IIz dr ds. 
~ x 
If t 2 z. > 0 then there exists a K, > 114 - II, I( =, such that 
(4.3) Ilx(4Nt) - 4$)(t)ll. 
6 K,e-‘“‘+ K,L, 
I 
; (t--s)-"e-'""-~"' j5 e -'?,S-') 
~ Y8 
x II-~(#)(r)- x(ll/)(r)lll dr ds. 
We select a comparison function 
z(t) = De-“‘, tE(-co, co) 
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and observe that if 0 <S <min(w, 6) and D >O are chosen so that 
D>K, +K,L,Ql --a)(~-6))’ (0-8)’ ‘D, then we have 
We let y(t) = II-\-(d)(t) --ill. and compare (4.3) and (4.4) to see that 
Because y(t) < z(t) for t < 0 we can use Lemma 3.4 to deduce that 
We remark that it is possible to obtain more general convergence 
theorems and we can derive results analogous to those obtained in [20] for 
time independent A in spaces of fading memory. 
We conclude with an example illustrating the applicability of the fore- 
going material to partial integrodifferential equations. Let s2 be a bounded 
domain in R3 with smooth boundary. We consider the initial boundary 
value problem for the parabolic integrodifferential equation 
(4.5a) du/dt+A(t,x, D)u= i’ g(t-s),f(Vu)ds 
(4.5b) 
(4Sc) 
- I  
% 
u( x, t ) = 0, (x, t)~dQx R 
4x7 0) = &x, e), OE(--.O], 
where 
A(& x, D) = 1 a,(.~, t)Dn. 
lb <2 
The operators A(t, I, D) are assumed to be uniformly elliptic; by this we 
mean that there exists a constant c0 > 0 so that 
(4.6) -Re c %(X7 t15” b c() 151’. 
(,I1 = 2 
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For technical reasons, we also assume that the Girding inequality is 
satisfied with A,, = 0, i.e., there exists c, > 0 so that 
(4.7) Re <Aft, x, D)u, u > > cl IIuII~,~ 
is satisfied for UEH’(Q) n HA(Q). The coefficients a,,(.~, t) are smooth 
functions of (x, t) E Sz x R+ and there exist constants c2 > 0 and p E (0, 1) 
so that 
(4.8) b,,(.xt) -4&G T)l d c, If - TIP for t,r>o; XEQ. 
Finally we stipulate that the coefficients a,(~, t) converge in C(Q); i.e., for 
each n (InI < 2) there exists a smooth a,( ): iz + R so that 
(4.9) lim sup la,(x, t) - a,(.~)1 = 0. r-0 x 
The nonlinearityf( ): R3 + R vanishes at zero and has the property that 
there exists a cj > 0 so that 
(4.10) If(u) -f(o)1 d cj c Iu, - Uil. 
i=l 
The function g( ): Rt + R is Lipschitz continuous. Moreover, there exist 
cq > 0 and y > 0 so that 
[g(s)1 < cqecYF for SE(--cc,O]. 
We now set (4Sa)(4Sc) into our abstract framework. We work in the 
space X= L’(Q). Our subsequent discussion relies heavily upon Pazy’s 
treatment of evolution equations; unless otherwise stated the reference for 
the following shall be [12, Chaps. 7, 83. 
A family of operators {A(t) 1 t > 0} is introduced on L*(Q) by specifying 
and letting 
D = D(A(t)) = H’(Q) n HA(Q) 
A(t)u = A(t, x, D)u for MED. 
Ifcr>a,wedelineg(, , ):R+xRxX,-,Xbysetting 
g(t, $5 u) = g(t - s)fW). 
X, will denote the interpolation space obtained from A”(O). If 4 E C, and 
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we identify u(x, t) = (x(b)(t))(x), then (4.5at(4.5c) assumes the form of the 
function space integrodifferential equation 
Conditions (4.6) and (4.7) imply that each A(t) is the infinitesimal gener- 
ator of analytic semigroup. Because the operators are uniformly strongly 
elliptic condition (A.2) is satisfied. The verification of condition (A.3) 
follows from the Hiilder continuity of the coefficients (4.8) and the con- 
vergence of the coefficients (4.9) guarantees that (A.4) holds [12, p. 1761. 
Since tl> $, X, E L”(Q) n W’,‘(Q) and one can show that there exists c so 
that 
s R If(V~)-f’(Vu)126c, IkUllf. 
It is now readily apparent that Condition (G. 1) is fulfilled. 
If 4 E C (a > i), then Theorem 3.5 implies that there exists a unique func- 
tion x(4)( ): R-+X which satisfies (3.6). Moreover, the function will be 
continuously differentiable for positive t and will solve (3.7). If the 
constants cl-cS are suffkiently small, Condition (G.2) holds and we 
may deduce that there exists a D depending on 111(/ - $11, and 6 > 0 so 
that I/x(d)(t) - x(+)(t)ll, <De-“‘. Finally because IX > :, we have 
Il-~(~)(t)-.~(lCI)(t)llo,r <C Ilx(#)(~)-4@)(t)llz for SOme C>O and we 
thereby obtain pointwise convergence of I for 1(x(d)(t)(x) - x( $)( t))(x)l. 
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